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Inoculum Theory - M. Gandhi, C. Beyrer, E. Goosby  

Ro = Ro-1 -> less severity & more mild illnesses

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11606-020-06067-8
Subinoculum Theory - Airepi

Ro ~ 0 -> less mild illnesses & more asymptomatics

https://airepi.com
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Inoculum Theory

Subinoculum TheoryEpidemiological correlation

Efficacy with ballistic drops
Sub-leak of fraction 1-5 µm
Leak of fine fraction <1 µm
Unprotected eyes

Efficacy with ballistic drops
Draggable fraction 1-5 µm
Diversion & dilution, fraction <1 µm
Removal, filetring HEPA/H14
Protected eyes

Hypothesis of the dose of virus in the initial inoculum
Wim Van Damme, Ritwik Dahake, Remco van de Pas, Guido Vanham, Yibeltal Assefa

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mehy.2020.110431

Hypothesis

1.    At an individual level: “viral dose in inoculum is related to 
severity of disease (dose-response relationship)”.

2.    At a cluster level: “severity of disease is related to transmission 
potential”, leading to clusters of mild cases and clusters of severe 
cases.

3.   At a community level: “in certain contexts, chains of severe 
cases can build up through intensive transmission with high 
inoculum to severe local outbreaks, which can result in large-scale 
intensive epidemics; while this is less likely in other contexts”.
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Hypothesis

1.- An air curtain with certain kinematic values is a more effective 
barrier against bioaerosols than prescribed masks, and independent 
of the exposure time, both for inertial particles (> 20 µm), draggables 
(1-5 µm) and brownians of fine aerosol (< 1 µm).

2.- The diversion, dispersion and dilution of the infectious aerosol keeps the inoculum below a dose 
(subinoculum) whose viral replication kinetics is lower than the innate response, allowing time for adaptive 
immunity to clearance the virus in a specific and robust way.
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